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What are we proposing?

WEST is proposing the following to Central Manitoulin and other island Municipalities:

1. WEST will  install a single thermal dissociation unit with boiler as a demo. All permitting and capital cost to be paid for 
by WEST and Gagnon Renewable Resources Inc.

2. WEST will complete the waste characterization study (waste audit) to provide data for permanent facility design. 

3. WEST will apply for all require permits for a permanent facility. 

4. WEST will enter into long term waste processing agreements with municipalities and industry. 

5. WEST will enter into long term power purchase agreements “PPA” for the energy and supply contracts for the 
recovered materials.

6. WEST will then  design, permit, finance, construct, commission, own and operate the facility. There is no capital cost 
contribution being asked from any Municipality for this project. 



What can we process?

 Domestic Waste(kitchen garbage)
 Organic Waste
 Electronic Waste
 Used Motor Oil
 Blue Box Plastics
 Tetra-Pak Packing
 Wood Waste
 Mattress
 Furniture
 Silage wrapping
 Boat wrapping

 Passenger Car Tires
 Cardboard
 Aquacultural 
 Green Box (fruits and vegetables)
 Single Use Plastics
 Municipal Sewage
 Pulp and Paper sludge
 Shingles
 Foam
 Straw or hay

 Oil Sludge (refinery)
 Construction Waste
 Railroad Ties
 Used Hydraulic Oil
 Car Fluff
 Food Packing
 Agriculture Waste (feed bag)



How do we do it?

1. Waste is received into the facility. All waste is processed and staged indoors. 

2. Waste is grinded, shredded into a ½” or 10mm minus chips. 

3. Aluminums and steel (that are accidental mixed with house hold waste) are screened and removed automatically. 

4. The waste enters our thermal feedstock hopper that feeds waste chips to be converted in the thermal dissociation 
process into a dissociation gas.

5. There is no burning, no flame, no combustion in the conversion process. The conversion process uses electricity to 
maintain the operating temperature. 

6. The dissociation gas is now a extracted “vacuumed” our of the chamber and is the fuel source for the onsite boiler.

7. By-products like aluminum, steel, fly ash, carbon black are screened, sorted and sold to market for reuse. 



The Technology

 Not incineration
 Not pyrolysis
 Not gasification

TUV Certified
 Process 85-98% efficient
 Air Emission
 Noise Emission

 No oxygen within 
the chamber

 Prevents the formation 
of toxic compounds 
like dioxins



What are we asking from 
Central Manitoulin

1. To lease 31 acre of land with a 10 year minimum term with an option to purchase or 20 year lease with two (2) ten 
(10) year renewal periods.

1. Considerations
1. If the project can not satisfy all of the permitting requirements and we stop, the lease is terminated once 

any assets are removed from site.

2. If the project can not satisfy all permitting requirements the option to purchase becomes not exercisable 
and the lease continues until the appropriate approvals are obtained and the option becomes 
exercisable.. 

2. Why do we need the option to purchase or long term lease?
1. The project will have front end and back end contracts that are 20 years or more. WEST can not execute a 

contract and deploy both capital and equipment without site control for the duration of the contract. 

2. Any project financing IE: building or equipment will be amortized over the duration of the life of the asset 
or of the lease which ever is less. 



How does Central 
Manitoulin benefit?

Considerations WEST Proposal Existing or New 
Landfill

Pro Con Pro Con

Zero capital cost to Central Manitoulin X

Long term climate positive solution X

Reduce waste hauling distances to participating parties X

Opportunity for fixed tipping fee cost (pending waste audits) X

Increase local employment & economic benefit X

Reduces future environmental liability to the Municipality X

Can be operational within 18 - 24 months X*

Meets EU EPA Air Emission without filtration X

Waste processed in a contained and controlled environment X

Solution could provide operational cost savings to the Municipality ** X
*Providence Bay landfill is set to close June 2023. 
**Opportunity for the processing facility to serve as the new local transfer station under agreement.



What are the next steps?

• 10 year land lease with an option to purchase or 20 year lease with two (2) 
10 year extensions.Site selection and control

• Waste audit to determine feedstock for the projectWaste characterization study

• Outlines terms and conditions for Waste Process Agreement and tipping 
feed range subject to the final design.MOA with client

• Applications to all required authorities with all relevant technical 
information.Site plan, survey, geo-technical, permitting

• Structural, mechanical, electrical and equipment selection.Facility Design and tender package

• Power purchase agreements, by-product supply contractsBackend contracts

• Project financing for the complete build out of the facility and site.Project financing

• MOA’s are converted to Waste Processing Agreements, PPA are executed.Notice to proceed: frontend and backend

• Site construction, commissioning, and operation of the facility.Construction and operation



How will the public learn 
more about the project?

WEST is in the process of developing a project page on its website. Typically once a site selection and a land use 
agreement is in place following the waste characterization study. WEST is in a position to finalize a pre-feasibility study 
internally to determine if there is a good indication of a viable project. In which case a project is created. 

Once a project is created, there will be a page dedicated to that project. Project location, and details as they become 
available will be publish for the public as required. Any public meetings and open house information sessions would be 
posted here. 

There will also be a subscription option to be added to the project mail list for digital notifications regarding this 
project.

The website is under construction, but can be monitored at www.wasteenergy.ca

http://www.wasteenergy.ca/


• Mathieu Gagnon
• Founder, CEO
• O: 705-24-9651 ext 1001
• M: 705-507-9562
• E: mgagnon@wasteenergy.ca

Thankyou 
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